are far outweighed by the necessity for a reasonable regulation, particularly in the First Amendment area.\textsuperscript{69} In the case of post-exhibition prosecution, the prior restraint operates only on unprotected material condemned under the limited standard. The vast amount of material entitled to First Amendment protection remains unrestrained. Since the legal machinery attacks only material which has a clear causal connection to the evil that the state is seeking to prevent, post-exhibition prosecution is a reasonable means of regulation. Accused producers, distributors, or exhibitors have the added assurance against subjective determinations in the presumption of innocence and the trial by jury. While this form of regulation may not be a panacea, it is the only type of legal machinery which can realistically be squared with the constitutional guarantees.

\textit{Conclusion}

Constitutional protection for motion picture content does not mean there can be no control whatever. The inclusion of movies within the protection of the First Amendment has forced governmental units to place greater stress upon the interests in freedom of expression. The recent decisions in this area call for expert legislative and judicial craftsmanship and responsible determinations on the administrative levels when attempt is made to prevent showing of movies deemed harmful to the public morals. With the imposition of greater responsibility on governments seeking to control movie content, the movie-goer will become more and more the deciding factor of what is or is not to be viewed.

\textbf{THE-UNSOLVED PROBLEMS IN PRIORITY FOR FEDERAL TAX CLAIMS}

As the Federal Government's tax program has increased in scope the status of the Government's claim for taxes has taken on greater importance. The right of the United States to priority does not arise from the common law but depends entirely on three statutes:\textsuperscript{1} The Bank-
The Bankruptcy Act, in Section 67(b), makes provision for the priority of statutory liens over unsecured claims. If there is a tax claim and a competing lien the question of priority is governed by the applicable lien law, that is, Section 3670. Section 64(a) of the Bankruptcy Act sets up its own system of priorities for unsecured creditors under which federal, state, and local tax claims are fourth and the priority created by Section 3466 is fifth. Under the Act federal tax claims are thus subsequent to secured creditors and to three classes of unsecured creditors.

When the debtor is insolvent rather than bankrupt, there is a marked difference in the treatment of creditors. Section 3466, the

2. "Whenever any person indebted to the United States is insolvent, or whenever the estate of any deceased debtor, in the hands of the executors or administrators, is insufficient to pay all debts due from the deceased, the debts due to the United States shall be first satisfied; and the priority established shall extend as well to cases in which a debtor, not having sufficient property to pay all his debts, makes a voluntary assignment thereof, or in which the estate and effects of an absconding, concealed, or absent debtor are attached by process of law, as to the cases in which an act of bankruptcy is committed." Rev. Stat. § 3466 (1875), 31 U.S.C. § 191 (1952). Hereafter referred to in this Note as Section 3466.

3. "If any person liable to pay any taxes neglects or refuses to pay the same after demand, the amount . . . shall be a lien in favor of the United States upon all property . . . belonging to such person." Int. Rev. Code of 1939, § 3670, 53 Stat. 448 (now Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 6321). This shall hereafter be referred to as Section 3670.

"Unless another date is specifically fixed by law, the lien shall arise at the time the assessment list was received by the collector. . . ." Int. Rev. Code of 1939, § 3671, 53 Stat. 449 (now Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 6322).

"Such lien shall not be valid as against any mortgagee, pledgee, purchaser, or judgment creditor until notice thereof has been filed by the collector. . . ." Int. Rev. Code of 1939, § 3672(a), 53 Stat. 882 (now Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 6323(a)). This shall be referred to as Section 3672.

Section 3670-72 of the Code of 1939 are §§ 6321-323 in the 1954 Code; the sections are substantially the same.

5. 4 Collier, Bankruptcy ¶ 67.20 (14th ed. 1942).
6. 4 id. ¶ 67.24.
8. Section 3466 has been held inapplicable in bankruptcy proceedings. Adams v. O'Malley, 182 F.2d 925 (8th Cir. 1950); United States v. Sampsell, 153 F.2d 731 (9th Cir. 1946); In re Knox-Powell-Stockton Co., 100 F.2d 979 (9th Cir. 1939); In re Jacobson, 263 Fed. 883 (7th Cir. 1920). See 3 Collier, Bankruptcy ¶ 64.502 (14th ed. 1941).
basic provisions of which were enacted in 1797,\textsuperscript{11} provides that in this event the debts owed the United States\textsuperscript{12} take priority; the section does not create a lien.\textsuperscript{13} This act seems to give absolute priority to the United States' claims since on its face it contains no exceptions.\textsuperscript{14} Some writers indicate that Congress did not intend federal priority over antecedent liens,\textsuperscript{15} but the courts have interpreted the statute in such manner so that federal claims will defeat such liens if the latter are general and inchoate; only creditors who have taken steps to "perfect" their lien before the federal claim inheres are protected.\textsuperscript{16} The problem becomes one of defining specificity and perfection, and this has been termed a federal question.\textsuperscript{17} By the device of finding that the lien lacked one or more of the qualities of specificity, the Supreme Court has consistently denied creditors priority over United States tax claims, and through the years has avoided directly facing the question whether a specific and perfected lien is superior to federal priority.\textsuperscript{18} The result of all this is that although equity receiverships and bankruptcy proceedings both deal with the distribution of an insolvent's estate, the mere filing of a petition in bankruptcy may, under the present system, radically change the creditor's

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{11} 1 Stat. 515 (1797).
\item \textsuperscript{12} Tax claims of the United States have been held to be debts within this provision. Price v. United States, 269 U.S. 492 (1926).
\item \textsuperscript{13} See cases cited in Annot., 77 L. Ed. 757, 772 (1932).
\item \textsuperscript{14} United States v. Waddill, Holland & Flinn, Inc., 323 U.S. 353, 355 (1945).
\item \textsuperscript{15} Kennedy, supra note 10, at 907; Note, 29 N.C.L. Rev. 293, 300 (1951); 68 Harv. L. Rev. 722, 723 (1955).
\item \textsuperscript{17} United States v. Security Trust & Savings Bank, 340 U.S. 47, 49 (1950).
\item But see Spokane County v. United States, 279 U.S. 80, 94 (1929); United States v. Reese, 131 F.2d 466, 468 (7th Cir. 1942). One court stated: "In the interest of orderly administration of justice in matters of concurrent jurisdiction, this court should respect the state court's characterization. . . ." United States v. Acri, 109 F. Supp. 943, 945 (N.D. Ohio 1952).
\item Lower courts have given priority to liens which they have found specific and perfected. See, e.g., United States v. Atlantic Municipal Corp., 212 F.2d 709 (5th Cir. 1954), commented on in 68 Harv. L. Rev. 722 (1955), 41 Va. L. Rev. 107 (1955); Bank of Wrangell v. Alaska Asiatic Lumber Mills, supra; Evans v. Stewart, 66 N.W.2d 442 (Iowa 1954).
\end{itemize}
NOTES

rights. There is no adequate reason for this divergent treatment, and it is argued that Section 3466 should be brought into conformity with the policy of the Bankruptcy Act.29

Section 3670 creates a federal lien which attaches to all property belonging to a delinquent taxpayer. This statute, unlike Section 3466, establishes a lien but does not create federal priority.30 Section 3672, in order to protect certain prior interests against a secret lien,31 was amended to provide that the federal lien shall not be valid as against a mortgagee, purchaser, judgment creditor,32 or pledgee33 until notice is filed by the collector in the district in which the property subject to the lien is situated.34 The standing of those liens which arose prior to the tax lien and those which do not fall into the categories of Section 3672, for example, attachments, garnishments, and mechanics and state tax liens, are not dealt with in this statute, and the question is raised whether the act should be read as if it contained a provision that federal tax liens take precedence over creditors not mentioned, irrespective of whether their rights came into existence prior to, or subsequent to, the time when


In bankruptcy proceedings under § 64 (a) the United States' tax claims have no priority over a claim for taxes due to the state but both must share equally.35 3 Collier, Bankruptcy ¶¶ 64.02, 64.401; Rogge, supra note 10, at 252; Annot., 62 A.L.R. 146, 149 (1929); Annot., 97 L. Ed. 325, 47 (1952). For a comparison of treatment of wage claims under § 3466 and the Bankruptcy Act see Note, 30 N.C.L. Rev. 442 (1952).

20. "[D]ifferences in priority have grown up around virtually independent statutory provisions enacted with little or no thought to comparison. There is no sufficient reason for such divergencies to continue to exist. . . ." Rogge, supra note 10, at 252. See Kennedy, supra note 10, at 930-32; Note, 29 N.C.L. Rev. 293, 301 (1951); 68 Harv. L. Rev. 722, 723 (1955).


22. The United States has had a statutory lien for unpaid taxes since 1866. 14 Stat. 107 (1866), Rev. Stat. § 3186 (1875).


24. Originally the federal tax lien was valid against subsequent purchasers or creditors although they had no notice of the federal lien. United States v. Snyder, 149 U.S. 210 (1893).


27. As to others § 3671 provided that the lien attach at the time the assessment list was received by the collector. This has been changed so that under Section 6322 of the 1954 Code the lien arises from the making of the assessment.
the tax lien attached under Section 3670.\textsuperscript{28} Cases have generally agreed that if the federal lien is prior in time it will be prior in right.\textsuperscript{29} The real problem of priority arises if the competing lien is prior in time and the cases though in conflict applied the rule "first in time, first in right," and treated the federal lien as any other lien having no special priority.\textsuperscript{30} The result reached in many of these cases, which gave priority to the competing creditors of the Government, was that an inchoate lien prior in time was superior in rank to a federal tax lien. The Supreme Court in United States v. Security Trust & Savings Bank\textsuperscript{31} departed from these cases and made the doctrine of the general and inchoate lien, which was applied earlier to Section 3466, equally applicable to Section 3670.\textsuperscript{32}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[30] Kennedy, \textit{supra} note 10, at 924; Annot., 95 L. Ed. 59, 67 (1951); 26 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 373 (1951). "There is nothing in the Internal Revenue Code, §§ 3670-3672 . . . providing for government priority over inchoate liens which antedate its own liens." United States v. Sampsell, 153 F.2d 731, 735 (9th Cir. 1946).
\item[31] "It would seem, however, that the [federal] lien was intended to attach to the property of the taxpayer subject to existing encumbrances; and this is borne out by the provision that it shall not be valid as against mortgagees, purchasers, or judgement creditors until notice thereof is duly filed as provided by the act. This interpretation places liens of the federal liens and liens of the states on an equal basis for the application of the principle first in time, first in right . . . which is the principle ordinarily applied with respect to priority of liens. . . ." United States v. City of Greenville, 118 F.2d 963, 966 (4th Cir. 1941).
\item[32] For cases granting the competing lien priority see, \textit{e.g.}, United States v. Winnett, 165 F.2d 149 (9th Cir. 1947); United States v. Sampsell, 153 F.2d 731 (9th Cir. 1946); United States v. 52.11 Acres of Land, 73 F. Supp. 820 (E.D. Mo. 1947); New York Casualty Co. v. Zwernert, 58 F. Supp. 473 (N.D. Ill. 1944); Board of Supervisors v. Hart, 210 La. 78, 26 So.2d 361 (1946); United States v. Yates, 204 S.W.2d 399 (Tex. Civ. App. 1947).
\item[33] For cases granting the federal lien priority see Miller v. Bank of America, Nat'l Trust & Sav. Ass'n, 166 F.2d 415 (9th Cir. 1948), \textit{affirming}, Bank of America v. United States, 73 F. Supp. 303 (N.D. Cal. 1946); United States v. Fisher, 93 F. Supp. 73 (N.D. Cal. 1948).
\item[34] 340 U.S. 47 (1950). For a discussion of this case see 39 Geo. L.J. 496 (1951); 35 Minn. L. Rev. 580 (1951); 26 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 373 (1951).
\item[35] "In cases involving a kindred matter, \textit{i.e.}, the federal priority under Rev. Stat. § 3466, it has never been held sufficient to defeat the federal priority merely to show a lien effective to protect the lienor against others than the Government, but contingent upon taking subsequent steps for enforcing it . . . . If the purpose of the federal tax lien statute to insure prompt and certain collection of the taxes due the United States from tax delinquents is to be fulfilled, a similar rule must prevail here." United
\end{footnotes}
A federal tax lien will be held superior to a contingent and inchoate attachment lien even though the latter is prior in time.

The historical argument for priority of federal claims is that they must be protected in order to secure adequate revenue for the public benefit. The Government cannot exist or function properly and efficiently unless taxes are collectable with speed and certainty. When the debtor is insolvent, some of his creditors are going to suffer in any event, and it is contended that other claims, even those of states and their local subdivisions, should be subordinate to the claims of the United States which involve a wider public interest. The Court's concept that federal claims must be given priority for the purpose of securing an adequate public revenue is questionable in light of the Bankruptcy Act in which Congress has given tax claims a low priority.

The Government has met great resistance in its efforts to gain the benefits of the Security Trust doctrine. There are noticeable efforts on the part of both the state and federal courts to avoid this stringent rule which frequently results in federal priority. At the same time the Supreme Court has evidenced its determination to abide by and continue its announced rule.

One obvious way for the lower courts to attempt to circumvent the Security Trust doctrine is to be very liberal as to what constitutes a specific and perfected lien. The Supreme Court has established three criteria for determining whether or not a lien is sufficiently specific and

---

33. "It [the right of priority of payment of debts due to the government] is founded not so much upon any personal advantage to the sovereign as upon motives of public policy, in order to secure an adequate revenue to sustain the public burdens, and discharge the public debts." United States v. State Bank of North Carolina, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 308, 310 (1832).

35. See Note, 56 YALE L.J. 1258, 1263 (1947).
37. Some doubt was cast on the Security Trust doctrine when in United States v. Gilbert Associates, Inc., 345 U.S. 361 (1953), the Supreme Court based its decision of federal priority solely on Section 3466 rather than holding for the government on both Section 3466 and Section 3670. Since the debtor was in receivership, the government had asserted priority under both sections. For the view that Section 3670 is not limited to cases where the debtor is solvent see Evans v. Stewart, 66 N.W. 2d 442, 445 (Iowa 1954); In re Decker's Estate, 355 Pa. 331, 341, 49 A.2d 714, 717 (1947); In re Meyer's Estate, 159 Pa. Super. 296, 300, 48 A.2d 210, 213 (1946).

perfected for federal purposes under Section 3466. The lienor must be identified, the amount of the lien must be certain, and the property to which the lien attaches must be definite. In addition to these tests the court has suggested that a transfer of title or possession is necessary to make the lien specific and perfected.

A Florida court in *U.S. v. Griffin Moore Lumber Co.*, while making no mention of the *Security Trust* doctrine, gave an antecedent materialman's lien priority. The labor and material supplied to the debtor had, said the court, enhanced the value of his property and it would be unjust enrichment if another claimant could now take advantage of this increased value of the land. The court held that to give the federal claim priority would be "contrary to equity and would contravene every natural impulse." This case relied heavily on cases prior to *Security Trust*, especially *In re Taylorcraft Aviation Corp.*, which had held that the federal tax lien which was filed first was subordinate to a mechanic's lien which under state law related back to the date the work began. This relation-back doctrine had been expressly repudiated in the *Security Trust* case.

In a suit arising in Alaska, in which the facts were similar to those of the *Taylorcraft* case, the court, while recognizing the reason and

41. United States v. Texas, 314 U.S. 480, 487 (1941); *In re Lane's Estate*, 244 Iowa 1076, 1081, 59 N.W.2d 593, 596 (1953).
43. 62 So.2d 589 (Fla. 1953). For a criticism of this case see 7 *MIAMI L.Q.* 588 (1953).
44. "Furnishing labor and material not only results in unjust enrichment of the lands but it is the very source of the laborer and materialman's bread and butter. This of itself was reason enough why the Federal Statute did not give the Federal tax lien priority over the laborer or materialman's lien. United States v. Griffin Moore Lumber Co., 62 So.2d 589, 590 (Fla. 1953).
45. 168 F.2d 808 (6th Cir. 1948).
46. "Nor can the doctrine of relation back—which by process of judicial reasoning merges the attachment lien in the judgment and relates the judgment lien back to the date of attachment—operate to destroy the realities of the situation." United States v. Security Trust & Saving Bank, 340 U.S. 47, 50 (1950).
justice of the latter decision, held that the Security Trust doctrine had to be followed. Under federal law the mechanic's lien could not be considered perfected on the date the federal lien attached, and therefore the United States was entitled to priority. In two other cases recently decided in the federal courts the question whether or not antecedent mechanic's liens were specific and perfected was considered; both courts held that the liens satisfied the three requirements and were thus entitled to priority. The Government's contention that the mechanic's liens were not perfected until reduced to judgment was not accepted. In neither of these cases did the lienor divest the debtor of title or possession.

The controversy between the United States and state and local governments as to priority has a long history. The decisions have upheld the power of Congress to give priority to debts due the Federal Government although the debts subordinated were prior claims due the state or its political subdivisions; the hardship to the state, if any, is said to be the result of federal supremacy. There have been several recent cases in which the courts through the Security Trust doctrine have held that particular state and local tax liens were specific and perfected and thus entitled to priority. In United States v. Gilbert Associates, Inc., the Supreme Court refused to reach that result holding that local tax liens were subordinate to federal tax liens since the owner had not been divested of title or possession of the property. This strict interpretation of specificity was made under Section 3466. In a later case decided under Section 3670 the Supreme Court for the first time

50. See note 19 supra.
51. If there is any hardship to the state it "is the necessary consequence of the supremacy of the laws of the United States on all subjects to which the legislative power of Congress extends." United States v. Fisher, 6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 304, 317 (1804). But see United States v. Nicholls, 4 Pa. 251 (1805), writ of error dismissed, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 378 (1819).
53. 345 U.S. 361 (1953).
found that a lien was specific and perfected. The local lien here was not accompanied by title or possession, and the *Gilbert* case was distinguished on the ground that it involved personal property, an insolvent taxpayer, and a general lien.

The courts have also attempted to avoid the stringency of federal priority by characterizing the competing lien as one falling within the four protected categories provided in Section 3672. In *Hawkins v. Savage* the federal lien arose prior to the attachment lien but was filed subsequent to it. The district court held that the competing lienor prevailed since the statute put him in the position of a purchaser. This approach can be criticized on several grounds. In the first place it is contrary to the accepted construction of Section 3672 as is borne out in a New Hampshire case in which that state's supreme court held that through the assessment of taxes the town was given the status of judgment creditor, and that, consequently, a filing of the federal lien was necessary to establish federal priority. The United States Supreme Court reversed the decision on the ground that pursuant to the cardinal principle of uniformity in taxation Congress used the words "judgment creditor" in their "usual, conventional sense as a judgment of a court of

55. This case raised the complex problem of "circuity of priority." There were two mortgages and a judgment lien prior in time to the federal lien; there were town liens, some of which arose prior to and some subsequent to the federal lien. Under federal law the mortgages and judgment liens concededly had priority over the federal lien; the federal lien was clearly entitled to priority over the subsequent town liens. As to those liens arising prior to the federal lien, under *Security Trust* the question of priority turned on the issue of specificity. Under state law the town liens had priority over the mortgages and judgment lien. The problem was how to distribute the funds so that neither federal nor state law would be violated. This problem has been dealt with by several courts with varying solutions.

The state court in Brown v. General Laundry Service, 139 Conn. 363, 373, 94 A.2d 10, 15 (1952), found that "the only reasonable interpretation of § 3672 is that the Congress, in enacting it, expressed the intention that federal liens should be subordinated to such mortgages and judgment liens as are described therein, and, consequently, subordinated to such other incumbrances as have priority over those mortgages and judgment liens." See also *Ferris v. Chic-Mint Gum Co.*, 14 Del. Ch. 232, 124 Atl. 577 (1924). For cases following a different line of reasoning see Smith v. United States, 113 F. Supp. 702 (D. Hawaii 1953); Samms v. Chicago Title & Trust Co., 349 Ill. App. 413, 111 N.E.2d 172 (1953).

For further discussion of this problem see Anderson, *supra* note 21, at 269; *Kennedy, supra* note 10, at 927; *Harv. L. Rev.* 358 (1953).

56. This has led some to believe that the requirements for specificity and perfection under Section 3670 are not as strict as under Section 3466. *Kel Weatherstrip, Inc. v. Rankin*, 124 F. Supp. 555, 560 (D. Alaska 1954); *Kennedy, supra* note 10, at 929.


NOTES

record. . . .” 69 Analogously, the word “purchaser” should be construed to have its usual meaning. Secondly, it is questionable whether the state statute is susceptible of such construction. 60 Finally, it should be noted that in this case the attachment lien was not prior in time and therefore should not be prior in rank. 61

Implicit in these cases which strive to grant priority to the competing lien are two problems: Is there in reality a public benefit in granting federal priority over preceding liens, and should priority of liens depend on specificity and perfection? The cases involving mechanic’s liens indicate that the amount gained by the government in any particular case may be comparatively small while at the same time a substantial loss may result to the competing creditor. Of course, it may be pointed out that, although in each particular case the sum may be rather insignificant, the total amount of lost revenue, resulting from a large number of cases, could create a very serious problem for the Federal Government.

If the argument in favor of federal priority is accepted, it still does not seem sound that priority of competing liens should depend on specificity. It is difficult to see why the Federal Government should be given priority over certain secured creditors and not over others. 62 The doctrine of the general and inchoate lien, besides being a questionable policy, is also undesirable because of the conflict and uncertainty it has produced. Creditors competing with federal claims are unable to predict, with any degree of success, whether the lower courts will follow the United States Supreme Court cases or attempt to circumvent them. Statutes which have been in existence so long and construed so often should not give rise to so much costly, frustrating, and time consuming


60. The Alaska statute said that the attachment lienor’s rights against third persons shall be deemed the same as those of a bona fide purchaser. The statute did not make the lien holder a purchaser. See Kel Weatherstrip, Inc. v. Rankin, 124 F. Supp. 555, 560 (D. Alaska 1954).

61. See note 29 supra.

62. “No reason appears why the standing of a lien against federal priority should be made to depend on the specificity of the subject property or upon a technical divestment of title. Although liens having specificity and title divestment should be protected inasmuch as they usually represent security transactions upon which there has been reliance, reliance may also be present where the lien is general, like one upon fluctuating inventory, or where there has been no title divestment as in a lien-theory mortgage.” 68 Harv. L. Rev. 722, 723 (1955).
The Court recently handed down three decisions overruling the opinions of two federal courts and one state court which had used one or more of the above methods of circumventing the stringency of federal priority. In *United States v. Scovil* the state court\(^{64}\) held that a landlord's claim protected by distress (after the Collector of Internal Revenue received the assessments but prior to the filing) was entitled to protection against the unfiled tax lien. The Supreme Court\(^{65}\) reversed and ruled that the Government must prevail since the distress lien did not fall within any of the four categories provided in section 3672, thus making filing unnecessary to protect the Government lien.\(^{66}\) The Court went on to say that in any event the distress lien was not perfected; it was merely a "caveat of a more perfect lien to come" and therefore could not defeat federal priority. Since the distress lien was subsequent to the date of the federal lien and was not within the conventional definition of the four categories, the result of the case seems sound.

Two cases presented similar problems for the Court's consideration. In one there was an attachment, a federal tax lien, and then a judgment;\(^{67}\) in the other there was a garnishment lien and then a federal tax lien.\(^{68}\) Although these cases presented the same fact situation and legal question as the *Security Trust* case,\(^{69}\) the lower court\(^{70}\) distinguished them from that decision with the statement that in *Security Trust* the state law granted no effectiveness to the attachment proceedings while in these cases the competing creditor acquired a valid lien under state law.\(^{71}\) On this basis, priority was granted to the antecedent private creditor. The Supreme Court reversed stating that its answer "was the same as in

---

66. For a subsequent court following the Supreme Court reasoning in the *Scovil* case see *In re Litt*, 128 F. Supp. 34 (E.D. Pa. 1955).
69. "The question presented here is whether a tax lien of the United States is prior in right to an attachment lien where the federal tax lien was recorded subsequent to the date of the attachment lien but prior to the date the attaching creditor obtained judgment." United States v. Security Trust & Savings Bank, 340 U.S. 47, 48 (1950).
71. For other cases using the same device to distinguish away *Security Trust* see United States v. Albert Holman Lumber Co., 206 F.2d 685, aff'd, 208 F.2d 113 (5th Cir. 1953); United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co. v. United States, 201 F.2d 118 (10th Cir. 1952); Ferbro Trading Corp. v. Jo-Mar Dress Corp., 78 Pa. Dist. & Co. 337 (1951).
the *Security Trust* case and for the same reasons."²² The Supreme Court found the cases indistinguishable from *Security Trust* and from each other,²³ and ruled that the state's characterization of its liens was not binding on the federal court; the competing liens were, for federal purposes, inchoate. The Supreme Court, although thus given the opportunity to review and perhaps alter its decision, in no uncertain or vague language, affirmed the *Security Trust* case.

The various writers have differed as to whether or not the federal tax claims should be given absolute priority⁷⁴ and have presented sound arguments in support of both positions. No matter which course is favored, there is a need for congressional clarification in this area. Congress should review the system of priorities in the various statutory provisions and establish precise and uniform standards to control the courts in the determination of the priorities of federal tax claims and competing liens.

**EMBEZZLEMENT AND INCOME UNDER THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE**

The federal income tax, primary source of revenue for the National Government, is levied upon "all income from any source whatever." This broad definition encompasses income from illegal business opera-

---